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Free read Hit and run point horror 26 rl stine
(PDF)
larry boyd just found the coolest thing in the trash it s an old bottle of insta tan rub on a dark suntan in minute
that s what the label says so larry and his friends do but nothing much happens until larry notices the hair dark
spiky hair growing on his hands and face really gross shiny hair hair that keeps growing back even after he
shaves it off goosebumps now on disney trina o dell s dad used to have a ventriloquist act that s why he has all
those dummies in the attic he calls it his dummy museum there s a dummy with freckles and one with a sneer
just like rocky trina and her brother dan think the dummies are pretty cool but now there are voices in the attic
and dummies keep showing up in the strangest places no way those dummies could be alive right a teen girl s
rising star attracts the attention of a sinister figure in this chilling young adult thriller from goosebumps author r
l stine tania is having the best year of her life she has a hot new boyfriend she landed the starring role in a
student film and she s just been voted homecoming queen but someone is jealous of tania and plans to ruin her
perfect year even if that means killing her will tania live to see the homecoming dance it began as an innocent
prank call someone on the phone shake them up a little with some sexy whispers and then hang up but when
one of the numbers is on fear street readers can be sure there is more than innocence in store the life of best
selling young adult horror author r l stine including his childhood the evolution of his writing career and his
popularity with both boys and girls this volume provides an innovative and detailed overview of the book
publishing industry including details about the business processes in editorial marketing and production the
work explores the complex issues that occur every day in the publishing industry two sisters try out for the
cheerleading squad only get drawn into a paranormal murderous legacy in this harrowing teen horror trilogy
from goosebumps author r l stine now together in a collectible bind up give me a d i e corky and bobbi corcoran
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want nothing more than to make the cheerleading squad at shadyside high but as soon as the sisters are
named to the team terrible things start happening to the cheerleaders first there s a mysterious accident near
the fear street cemetery soon after piercing screams echo through empty school halls and things only get more
disturbing from there can corky and bobbi find out what s going on before the entire squad is slain nothing is
ever truly laid to rest on fear street and the girls may lose more than they bargained for in their fight to survive
this chilling paperback bind up includes the first evil the second evil the third evil a young actress draws a
sinister spotlight in this spooky installment in r l stine s bestselling fear street series now with a fresh new look
selena has it all she just scored the lead in her high school play and everyone adores her so when she starts
receiving dead flowers from a secret admirer named the sun she just assumes it s a harmless fan but selena
soon realizes that the sun is serious dead serious first her understudy is injured in a suspicious accident then a
speeding car almost kills her selena doesn t know what this psycho wants all she knows is that her number one
fan has become her number one nightmare at the request of her many fans patty campbell has selected some
of her best essays articles columns and speeches on the subject of ya literature editor of the scarecrow studies
in young adult literature series campbell provides passionate commentaries about young adult literature and its
future in this spirited defense patrick jones examines stine s genius for writing pop culture a craft that has its
own skills and value jones proposes that debate about stine has become a prism through which we view
questions about youth and popular reading particularly horror and other paperback series fans of this
bestselling series can look forward to the third fear street super chiller which features a longer format with a
more complex plot looking forward to a beach vacation matt and his girlfriend april soon find themselves
plunged into a horrifying world of endless night copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved goosebumps now on
disney greg thinks there is something wrong with the old camera he found the photos keep turning out different
when greg takes a picture of his father s brand new car it s wrecked in the photo and then his dad crashes the
car it s like the camera can tell the future or worse maybe it makes the future who is going to take the fall next
for the evil camera now with all new bonus material a runaway can t outrun her troubles in this spine tingling
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installment in r l stine s bestselling fear street series now with a fresh new look shadyside it sounded like such a
nice town the perfect place for a runaway like felicia nobody here would know about her dark powers nobody
would know what she s done for once she could be a normal girl she could be safe but someone in shadyside
discovers felicia s secret someone finds out about the awful things her powers made her do felicia doesn t want
to run away again but if she stays she might lose control and then people would start to die diane and her
friends love sneaking out in the middle of the night to play harmless pranks on fear street while the rest of the
town sleeps spencer the ringleader of the group has shown them how to have real fun it s exciting to have the
town to themselves to break all the rules to live without consequences but when lenny diane s boyfriend wants
to get back at one of the most hated teachers at their school the group goes too far and on fear street even
death can t stop people from getting their revenge they re baa ack make way for the bestselling children s
series of all time with a fresh new look goosebumps is set to scare a whole new generation of kids so reader
beware you re in for a scare how come i ve never seen you before hannah s neighbourhood has gotten a little
weird ever since that new boy moved in next door but when did he move in wasn t the house empty when
hannah went to sleep the night before why does it still look so deserted hannah can t get any answers from her
new neighbour he just keeps disappearing in the oddest ways and he s so pale is hannah being haunted by the
ghost next door the quotable libra describes the pleasant thoughtful libra personality with more than 600 quotes
and examples from famous librans like eleanor roosevelt f scott fitzgerald john lennon and will smith celebrated
librans describe their natural talents for peace and idealism in one chapter addressing challenges like laziness
and moodiness in another chapters about work creativity sports and relationships show how the libra traits of
honesty and partner orientation come through in specific arenas the quotable libra reveals a dozen libra
specialties such as more u s chief justices and more nobel peace prize recipients than any other zodiac sign how
does a culture respond when the limits of childhood become uncertain the emergence of pre adolescence in the
1980s which is signified by the new pg 13 rating for film disrupted the established boundaries between
childhood and adulthood the concept of pre adolescence affected not only america s pillar ideals of family and
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childhood innocence but also the very foundation of the horror genre s identity its association with maturity and
exclusivity cultural disputes over the limits of childhood and horror were explicitly articulated in the children s
horror trend 1980 1997 a cluster of child oriented horror titles in film and other media which included gremlins
the gate the goosebumps series and others as the first serious analysis of the children s horror trend with a
focus on the significance of ratings this book provides a complete chart of its development while presenting it as
a document of american culture s adaptation to pre adolescence each important children s horror title
corresponds to a key moment of ideological negotiation cultural power struggles and industrial compromise
children s reading choices discusses the reading habits of children aged between 10 and 14 the book reports
the findings of the children s reading choices project conducted by the authors from the university of
nottingham and the largest national survey of children s reading choices since the 1970s the book includes
reports and discussion on girls and boys reading preferences and the differences between their reading habits
the place of series books teenage magazines and comics in children s reading the most popular authors and
titles at different ages purchasing habits and library use when you can t sleep there s always nights the night
people are safe at last after all the ugly pranks and vicious murders things have finally returned to normal the
friends who are left are trying to forget and move on taking comfort by meeting up late night at their old hang
out nights it was the ancient spirit of angelica fear that caused all the trouble and now she s been destroyed
once and for all burned in a fire but if it s true that the horror is dead what did angelica mean when her voice
cried out from the flames the evil lives daniel and nora two young lovers from feuding families must use their
forbidden love to stop the awesome evil that stalks nora and her family from goosebumps author r l stine comes
an eerie tale of two teens whose parents disappear under mysterious circumstances mark and cara burroughs
have been home alone before and don t think anything of it when their parents don t come home one night but
as time passes with no word the siblings start to worry where could they be and why don t the police seem
interested in tracking their parents down strange occurrences start to pile up as mark s girlfriend vanishes and
mark and cara s strange cousin seems to be watching their every move but the true terror is only beginning
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someone wants mark and cara to disappear too but why the answer lies deep in the fear street woods if they
live long enough to find it is it the role of english teachers to teach basic literacy skills if not what do english
teachers think they should be doing how should basic literacy be taught in schools these are important
questions which have recently attracted significant political media and parental debate in addressing them this
book explores the question what is english teaching from a variety of perspectives including teachers beliefs
about what they should be teaching the views of the government and the reality of young people s experiences
in the 1990s in particular it explores the question of how and even whether the english subject area is capable
of meeting its own and the outside world s expectations for teaching not only its specialist concerns but also
general literacy the book explores ways in which the teaching of english might develop for instance by
balancing its efforts evenly between literature study media study and knowledge about language and how it
might contribute to wider literacy teaching by sharing its distinctive teaching strategies with teachers of other
subjects indirectly causing the death of p j who had a bad heart the attendants at reenie s christmas party
agree to hide the body and the truth until someone begins to hunt down and kill each in turn cruel intentions
meets the vampire diaries in this sexy packaging of a classic vampire series from bestselling author r l stine in
this collection of three fan favorite stories the vampires of sandy hollow crave the summer months summer
means plenty of beach tourists and plenty of fresh blood after months of deprivation but this year the eternal
ones have decided to spice things up with a little bet the first to seduce a hot date of the human variety and
then turn him into a fellow creature of the night wins the catch in order to successfully turn their prey they must
take only three small sips of blood on three different nights if they take too much blood on any night the human
will die and the bet will be lost the setup sounds simple enough but things quickly get complicated especially
since each vampire is just dying to quench her thirst la liste exhaustive des ouvrages disponibles publiés en
langue française dans le monde la liste des éditeurs et la liste des collections de langue française in the
aftermath of a hurricane from which she barely escapes while on a small island off the coast of south carolina
travel writer lea sutter impulsively adopts a pair of orphaned twin boys against the wishes of her family before
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encountering the twins sinister natures navigator is a ks2 reading scheme which covers fiction and non fiction it
provides material to give pupils a 20 minute guided reading sesson per week during each school year four best
selling classic goosebumps with bonus materials in ebook format a collection of four best selling classic
goosebumps books including night of the living dummy deep trouble monster blood and the haunted mask
compiled together for the first time in an ebook format goosebumps now on disney five classic goosebumps
books in one terriying place say cheese and die the haunted mask the cuckoo clock of doom go eat worms one
day at horrorland say cheese and die greg thinks there is something wrong with the old camera he found the
photos keep turning out different when greg takes a picture of his father s brand new car it s wrecked in the
photo and then his dad crashes the car it s like the camera can tell the future or worse maybe it makes the
future who is going to take the fall next for the evil camera the haunted mask carly beth s halloween mask is so
ugly that it almost scared her little brother to death so terrifying that even her friends are totally freaked out by
it with yellow green skin and long animal fangs the mask terrifies the entire neighborhood before long it has a
surprising effect on carly beth too she tries to take it off but it won t budge halloween is almost over but fright
night is just beginning the cuckoo clock of doom when his father brings home an antique cuckoo clock michael
is cautioned not to touch it but when michael fiddles with the clock hoping to make it look like his sister has
damaged it he unlocks a strange spell a dangerous spell a spell that causes michael to get younger and younger
by the minute go eat worms todd loves his basement worm farm worms are fascinating creatures it s just a
convenient bonus that they happen to gross out his family but when todd starts to find worms in unlikely and
unwanted places like his bed his toothbrush and his spaghetti the tables have turned now todd is the one
running scared one day at horrorland werewolf village the doom slide the coffin cruise these are just a few of
the terrifying attractions that await luke and lizzy morris at horrorland step right up and join the morris family as
they ride each ride and scream each scream for the very first time because it might also be their last
goosebumps now on disney jerry can t wait to explore the dark spooky old cave he found down by the beach
then the other kids tell him a story a story about a ghost who is three hundred years old a ghost who comes out
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when the moon is full a ghost who lives deep inside the cave jerry knows it s just another silly made up ghost
story isn t it goosebumps now on disney there is something weird happening in fever swamp something really
horrible it started with the strange howling at night then there was the rabbit torn to shreds everyone thinks
grady s new dog is responsible after all he looks just like a wolf and he seems a little on the wild side but grady
knows his dog is just a regular old dog and most dogs don t howl at the moon or disappear at midnight or
change into terrifying creatures when the moon is full or do they greg thinks there is something wrong with the
old camera he found the photos keep turning out different when greg takes a picture of his father s brand new
car it s wrecked in the photo and then his dad crashes the car it s like the camera can tell the future or worse
maybe it makes the future
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My Hairiest Adventure (Goosebumps #26)
2018-09-25

larry boyd just found the coolest thing in the trash it s an old bottle of insta tan rub on a dark suntan in minute
that s what the label says so larry and his friends do but nothing much happens until larry notices the hair dark
spiky hair growing on his hands and face really gross shiny hair hair that keeps growing back even after he
shaves it off

Night of the Living Dummy 3 (Classic Goosebumps #26)
2015-04-28

goosebumps now on disney trina o dell s dad used to have a ventriloquist act that s why he has all those
dummies in the attic he calls it his dummy museum there s a dummy with freckles and one with a sneer just like
rocky trina and her brother dan think the dummies are pretty cool but now there are voices in the attic and
dummies keep showing up in the strangest places no way those dummies could be alive right

Who Killed the Homecoming Queen?
2022-09-06

a teen girl s rising star attracts the attention of a sinister figure in this chilling young adult thriller from
goosebumps author r l stine tania is having the best year of her life she has a hot new boyfriend she landed the
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starring role in a student film and she s just been voted homecoming queen but someone is jealous of tania and
plans to ruin her perfect year even if that means killing her will tania live to see the homecoming dance

The Wrong Number
2022-09-06

it began as an innocent prank call someone on the phone shake them up a little with some sexy whispers and
then hang up but when one of the numbers is on fear street readers can be sure there is more than innocence
in store

R. L. Stine
2000

the life of best selling young adult horror author r l stine including his childhood the evolution of his writing
career and his popularity with both boys and girls

The Book Publishing Industry
2013-07-31

this volume provides an innovative and detailed overview of the book publishing industry including details about
the business processes in editorial marketing and production the work explores the complex issues that occur
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every day in the publishing industry

The Bowker Annual Library and Book Trade Almanac
1995

two sisters try out for the cheerleading squad only get drawn into a paranormal murderous legacy in this
harrowing teen horror trilogy from goosebumps author r l stine now together in a collectible bind up give me a d
i e corky and bobbi corcoran want nothing more than to make the cheerleading squad at shadyside high but as
soon as the sisters are named to the team terrible things start happening to the cheerleaders first there s a
mysterious accident near the fear street cemetery soon after piercing screams echo through empty school halls
and things only get more disturbing from there can corky and bobbi find out what s going on before the entire
squad is slain nothing is ever truly laid to rest on fear street and the girls may lose more than they bargained for
in their fight to survive this chilling paperback bind up includes the first evil the second evil the third evil

The Bowker Annual
1997

a young actress draws a sinister spotlight in this spooky installment in r l stine s bestselling fear street series
now with a fresh new look selena has it all she just scored the lead in her high school play and everyone adores
her so when she starts receiving dead flowers from a secret admirer named the sun she just assumes it s a
harmless fan but selena soon realizes that the sun is serious dead serious first her understudy is injured in a
suspicious accident then a speeding car almost kills her selena doesn t know what this psycho wants all she
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knows is that her number one fan has become her number one nightmare

The Publishers Weekly
1997

at the request of her many fans patty campbell has selected some of her best essays articles columns and
speeches on the subject of ya literature editor of the scarecrow studies in young adult literature series campbell
provides passionate commentaries about young adult literature and its future

Focus On: 100 Most Popular American 3D Films
2023-04-04

in this spirited defense patrick jones examines stine s genius for writing pop culture a craft that has its own
skills and value jones proposes that debate about stine has become a prism through which we view questions
about youth and popular reading particularly horror and other paperback series

True Evil
2021-02-09

fans of this bestselling series can look forward to the third fear street super chiller which features a longer
format with a more complex plot looking forward to a beach vacation matt and his girlfriend april soon find
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themselves plunged into a horrifying world of endless night copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Focus On: 100 Most Popular United States National Medal of Arts
Recipients
2010-02-19

goosebumps now on disney greg thinks there is something wrong with the old camera he found the photos keep
turning out different when greg takes a picture of his father s brand new car it s wrecked in the photo and then
his dad crashes the car it s like the camera can tell the future or worse maybe it makes the future who is going
to take the fall next for the evil camera now with all new bonus material

Secret Admirer
2013-11

a runaway can t outrun her troubles in this spine tingling installment in r l stine s bestselling fear street series
now with a fresh new look shadyside it sounded like such a nice town the perfect place for a runaway like felicia
nobody here would know about her dark powers nobody would know what she s done for once she could be a
normal girl she could be safe but someone in shadyside discovers felicia s secret someone finds out about the
awful things her powers made her do felicia doesn t want to run away again but if she stays she might lose
control and then people would start to die
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Campbell's Scoop
1998

diane and her friends love sneaking out in the middle of the night to play harmless pranks on fear street while
the rest of the town sleeps spencer the ringleader of the group has shown them how to have real fun it s
exciting to have the town to themselves to break all the rules to live without consequences but when lenny
diane s boyfriend wants to get back at one of the most hated teachers at their school the group goes too far and
on fear street even death can t stop people from getting their revenge

R. L. Stine
1992

they re baa ack make way for the bestselling children s series of all time with a fresh new look goosebumps is
set to scare a whole new generation of kids so reader beware you re in for a scare how come i ve never seen
you before hannah s neighbourhood has gotten a little weird ever since that new boy moved in next door but
when did he move in wasn t the house empty when hannah went to sleep the night before why does it still look
so deserted hannah can t get any answers from her new neighbour he just keeps disappearing in the oddest
ways and he s so pale is hannah being haunted by the ghost next door
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What's So Scary about R.L. Stine?
2011-08-01

the quotable libra describes the pleasant thoughtful libra personality with more than 600 quotes and examples
from famous librans like eleanor roosevelt f scott fitzgerald john lennon and will smith celebrated librans
describe their natural talents for peace and idealism in one chapter addressing challenges like laziness and
moodiness in another chapters about work creativity sports and relationships show how the libra traits of
honesty and partner orientation come through in specific arenas the quotable libra reveals a dozen libra
specialties such as more u s chief justices and more nobel peace prize recipients than any other zodiac sign

Goodnight Kiss
2021-02-09

how does a culture respond when the limits of childhood become uncertain the emergence of pre adolescence
in the 1980s which is signified by the new pg 13 rating for film disrupted the established boundaries between
childhood and adulthood the concept of pre adolescence affected not only america s pillar ideals of family and
childhood innocence but also the very foundation of the horror genre s identity its association with maturity and
exclusivity cultural disputes over the limits of childhood and horror were explicitly articulated in the children s
horror trend 1980 1997 a cluster of child oriented horror titles in film and other media which included gremlins
the gate the goosebumps series and others as the first serious analysis of the children s horror trend with a
focus on the significance of ratings this book provides a complete chart of its development while presenting it as
a document of american culture s adaptation to pre adolescence each important children s horror title
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corresponds to a key moment of ideological negotiation cultural power struggles and industrial compromise

Say Cheese and Die! (Classic Goosebumps #8)
2022-07-05

children s reading choices discusses the reading habits of children aged between 10 and 14 the book reports
the findings of the children s reading choices project conducted by the authors from the university of
nottingham and the largest national survey of children s reading choices since the 1970s the book includes
reports and discussion on girls and boys reading preferences and the differences between their reading habits
the place of series books teenage magazines and comics in children s reading the most popular authors and
titles at different ages purchasing habits and library use

Runaway
2015-08-17

when you can t sleep there s always nights the night people are safe at last after all the ugly pranks and vicious
murders things have finally returned to normal the friends who are left are trying to forget and move on taking
comfort by meeting up late night at their old hang out nights it was the ancient spirit of angelica fear that
caused all the trouble and now she s been destroyed once and for all burned in a fire but if it s true that the
horror is dead what did angelica mean when her voice cried out from the flames the evil lives
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Night Games
2012-01-02

daniel and nora two young lovers from feuding families must use their forbidden love to stop the awesome evil
that stalks nora and her family

Goosebumps: The Ghost Next Door
2020-01-24

from goosebumps author r l stine comes an eerie tale of two teens whose parents disappear under mysterious
circumstances mark and cara burroughs have been home alone before and don t think anything of it when their
parents don t come home one night but as time passes with no word the siblings start to worry where could
they be and why don t the police seem interested in tracking their parents down strange occurrences start to
pile up as mark s girlfriend vanishes and mark and cara s strange cousin seems to be watching their every move
but the true terror is only beginning someone wants mark and cara to disappear too but why the answer lies
deep in the fear street woods if they live long enough to find it

The Quotable Libra
1998

is it the role of english teachers to teach basic literacy skills if not what do english teachers think they should be
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doing how should basic literacy be taught in schools these are important questions which have recently
attracted significant political media and parental debate in addressing them this book explores the question
what is english teaching from a variety of perspectives including teachers beliefs about what they should be
teaching the views of the government and the reality of young people s experiences in the 1990s in particular it
explores the question of how and even whether the english subject area is capable of meeting its own and the
outside world s expectations for teaching not only its specialist concerns but also general literacy the book
explores ways in which the teaching of english might develop for instance by balancing its efforts evenly
between literature study media study and knowledge about language and how it might contribute to wider
literacy teaching by sharing its distinctive teaching strategies with teachers of other subjects

Children Beware!
2002-01-04

indirectly causing the death of p j who had a bad heart the attendants at reenie s christmas party agree to hide
the body and the truth until someone begins to hunt down and kill each in turn

Talking Book Topics
2013-10-29

cruel intentions meets the vampire diaries in this sexy packaging of a classic vampire series from bestselling
author r l stine in this collection of three fan favorite stories the vampires of sandy hollow crave the summer
months summer means plenty of beach tourists and plenty of fresh blood after months of deprivation but this
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year the eternal ones have decided to spice things up with a little bet the first to seduce a hot date of the
human variety and then turn him into a fellow creature of the night wins the catch in order to successfully turn
their prey they must take only three small sips of blood on three different nights if they take too much blood on
any night the human will die and the bet will be lost the setup sounds simple enough but things quickly get
complicated especially since each vampire is just dying to quench her thirst

Children's Reading Choices
2008-06-30

la liste exhaustive des ouvrages disponibles publiés en langue française dans le monde la liste des éditeurs et la
liste des collections de langue française

Darkest Dawn
2020-09-01

in the aftermath of a hurricane from which she barely escapes while on a small island off the coast of south
carolina travel writer lea sutter impulsively adopts a pair of orphaned twin boys against the wishes of her family
before encountering the twins sinister natures

The Burning
1996-03-01
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navigator is a ks2 reading scheme which covers fiction and non fiction it provides material to give pupils a 20
minute guided reading sesson per week during each school year

Missing
2008-09-09

four best selling classic goosebumps with bonus materials in ebook format a collection of four best selling
classic goosebumps books including night of the living dummy deep trouble monster blood and the haunted
mask compiled together for the first time in an ebook format

What Is English Teaching?
2012-07-10

goosebumps now on disney five classic goosebumps books in one terriying place say cheese and die the
haunted mask the cuckoo clock of doom go eat worms one day at horrorland say cheese and die greg thinks
there is something wrong with the old camera he found the photos keep turning out different when greg takes a
picture of his father s brand new car it s wrecked in the photo and then his dad crashes the car it s like the
camera can tell the future or worse maybe it makes the future who is going to take the fall next for the evil
camera the haunted mask carly beth s halloween mask is so ugly that it almost scared her little brother to death
so terrifying that even her friends are totally freaked out by it with yellow green skin and long animal fangs the
mask terrifies the entire neighborhood before long it has a surprising effect on carly beth too she tries to take it
off but it won t budge halloween is almost over but fright night is just beginning the cuckoo clock of doom when
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his father brings home an antique cuckoo clock michael is cautioned not to touch it but when michael fiddles
with the clock hoping to make it look like his sister has damaged it he unlocks a strange spell a dangerous spell
a spell that causes michael to get younger and younger by the minute go eat worms todd loves his basement
worm farm worms are fascinating creatures it s just a convenient bonus that they happen to gross out his family
but when todd starts to find worms in unlikely and unwanted places like his bed his toothbrush and his spaghetti
the tables have turned now todd is the one running scared one day at horrorland werewolf village the doom
slide the coffin cruise these are just a few of the terrifying attractions that await luke and lizzy morris at
horrorland step right up and join the morris family as they ride each ride and scream each scream for the very
first time because it might also be their last

The New Years Party
2002

goosebumps now on disney jerry can t wait to explore the dark spooky old cave he found down by the beach
then the other kids tell him a story a story about a ghost who is three hundred years old a ghost who comes out
when the moon is full a ghost who lives deep inside the cave jerry knows it s just another silly made up ghost
story isn t it

Temptation
2013-08-27

goosebumps now on disney there is something weird happening in fever swamp something really horrible it
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started with the strange howling at night then there was the rabbit torn to shreds everyone thinks grady s new
dog is responsible after all he looks just like a wolf and he seems a little on the wild side but grady knows his
dog is just a regular old dog and most dogs don t howl at the moon or disappear at midnight or change into
terrifying creatures when the moon is full or do they

Les Livres disponibles
2002-04-26

greg thinks there is something wrong with the old camera he found the photos keep turning out different when
greg takes a picture of his father s brand new car it s wrecked in the photo and then his dad crashes the car it s
like the camera can tell the future or worse maybe it makes the future

Red Rain
2011-12-20

The Navigator
2023-10-10
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Classic Goosebumps Collection: Books 1-4
2011-08-01

Classic Goosebumps 5 Book Set (Classic Goosebumps)
2017-03-02

Ghost Beach (Classic Goosebumps #15)
2011-08-01

Goosebumps: Most Wanted: Planet of the Lawn Gnomes
2016-04-04

Werewolf of Fever Swamp (Classic Goosebumps #11)
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Goosebumps: Say Cheese And Die!
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